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ABSTRACT
Lip-reading models have been significantly improved recently
thanks to powerful deep learning architectures. However,
most works focused on frontal or near frontal views of the
mouth. As a consequence, lip-reading performance seriously
deteriorates in non-frontal mouth views. In this work, we
present a framework for training pose-invariant lip-reading
models on synthetic data instead of collecting and annotating
non-frontal data which is costly and tedious. The proposed
model significantly outperforms previous approaches on non-
frontal views while retaining the superior performance on
frontal and near frontal mouth views. Specifically, we pro-
pose to use a 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) to augment
LRW, an existing large-scale but mostly frontal dataset, by
generating synthetic facial data in arbitrary poses. The newly
derived dataset, is used to train a state-of-the-art neural net-
work for lip-reading. We conducted a cross-database experi-
ment for isolated word recognition on the LRS2 dataset, and
reported an absolute improvement of 2.55%. The benefit
of the proposed approach becomes clearer in extreme poses
where an absolute improvement of up to 20.64% over the
baseline is achieved.
Index Terms— lip reading, deep learning, 3DMM
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, several deep learning approaches for lip-reading
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5] have been presented, replacing the traditional
feature extraction process by automatically extracting fea-
tures from the pixels, and significantly outperforming the
traditional approaches. The performance has been further im-
proved by the introduction of end-to-end approaches which
attempt to jointly learn the extracted features and perform
visual speech classification [6, 7, 8, 9].
The vast majority of the aforementioned works focused on
frontal view lipreading. As a consequence, the performance
of such systems degrades in realistic in-the-wild scenarios
where the face might not be frontal. To alleviate this, two
different approaches have been followed in the literature. The
first one trains classifiers using data from all available views
in order to build a generic classifier [10, 11]. The second
* The first two authors contributed equally.
approach applies a mapping to transform features from non-
frontal views to the frontal view. Lucey et al. [12] apply a lin-
ear mapping to transform profile view features to frontal view
features. This approach has been extended to map other views
like 30°, 45° and 60° to the frontal view [13] or to the 30°
view [14]. However, the performance is degraded as the num-
ber of features to be generated by the linear mapping increases
[12]. A similar approach [15] has been presented recently in
which the mouth ROIs are frontalised using generative adver-
sarial networks (instead of predicting frontal view features).
One recent work [16] on multi-view lip-reading tries to com-
bine multiple views of the mouth to improve the performance.
However, as it requires multiple cameras, the usage is limited
to certain scenarios like meetings and car environments.
All the above works have been applied to small datasets
only. Collecting and annotating a large non-frontal lip-
reading database requires tremendous time and efforts. As an
alternative, in this work, we present an approach that lever-
ages the 3DMM [17] which, starting from the frontal database
of LRW [5], enables the generation of synthetic lip-reading
data in arbitrary poses. This allows the model to be trained
on a large range of poses which results in significant perfor-
mance improvement on non-frontal views. The main goal of
pose-invariant lip-reading is to reduce the impact of different
poses as it is known that the performance decreases when a
classifier is trained and tested on different poses.
Our contributions can be summarised as follows: (i) We
describe a method to construct a large-pose synthetic database
for lip-reading. Our method capitalizes on robust 3DMM fit-
ting [18], which allows us to take as input a frontal facial
image and render it in any arbitrary pose. Using this method,
we derive a database that extends the large-scale but mostly
frontal database of LRW, which we call LRW in Large Poses
(LP). (ii) We investigate the effect of image augmentation as
a way to further boost performance. (iii) We use the syn-
thetic database to train a state-of-the-art model [19, 20], and
show that the new model significantly outperforms its coun-
terpart trained on LRW. We conducted a cross-database ex-
periment for isolated word recognition on the LRS2 database
and achieved an improvement of 2.55%. We also show the
benefit of the proposed approach in extreme poses, where an
improvement of up to 20.64% is achieved.
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Fig. 1. Pose augmentation pipeline.
2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Pose augmentation
Our core idea is to generate large-pose lip-reading data by
augmenting LRW [5] which is a large-scale but mostly frontal
database. A simple but effective approach to generate profile
faces is through the use of 3DMM [17]. The pose augmenta-
tion pipeline, demonstrated in Fig. 1, consists of 2 steps: (1)
fit the 3DMM into the 2D image; (2) rotate the fitted 3D face
to a new angle and render a new image.
3DMM fitting. Following prior works, we use a combined
3DMM consisting of the Basel [21] and FaceWarehouse [22]
models. A typical 3DMM can be expressed as:
S3D = S¯3D +Uidpid +Uexppexp, (1)
where S3D is the reconstructed 3D face, and S¯3D is the mean
3D face, Uid and Uexp are the eigenbasis for facial identity
and expression respectively, and pid and pexp are the corre-
sponding parameters. By applying a weak perspective projec-
tion on the 3D model, we project the mesh onto the image:
S2D = f ∗C ∗R ∗ S3D + t2D, (2)
where S2D denotes the 2D coordinates of projected 3D mesh
on the image plane, C is the orthographic projection matrix,
f , R and t2D denote the scale, rotation and translation re-
spectively. We can group the parameters from Equ. 1 and 2
into a single set p = {f,R, t2D,pid,pexp}. 3DMM fitting is
then defined as the process of recovering p given the 3DMM
and an input 2D facial image. The goal is to recover p such
that the error between the 2D projection and the given image
is minimized.
Fitting 3DMM into 2D images is a difficult optimization
problem, an extensive discussion of which falls beyond the
scope of this work. In our case, we use the state-of-the-art
3DDFA method proposed in [18, 23], which trains a fully
convolutional network to regress the parameters p from an
input 2D image in a cascaded manner. In order to provide a
better initialization for the 3DMM fitting, we detect 68 facial
landmarks for every frame using FAN [24], which is also used
to accurately crop the input image.
Rendering of new poses. After fitting the 3DMM to a given
facial image, we can use the result to render the same face in
a new pose. Unlike most previous face augmentation meth-
ods [25, 26, 27] that only synthesize profile faces without
background context, we generate profile faces while trying
to preserve the original image context. This is essential for
training the deep lip-reading neural network that can work
well with real-world images at test time. To this end, we used
the face rendering method of [18]. In particular, the fitted 3D
face is used for estimating the depth of anchors in the image
background (computed using the method from [28]). Then,
the whole image is triangulated to create a new 3D mesh us-
ing the estimated depth. Finally, we rotate this mesh in 3D
space to generate new facial images in arbitrary pose.
LRW in Large Pose (LP). We apply the techniques described
in the previous sub-sections to obtain a new database for lip
reading which we call LP. In particular, the 3DMM is fitted
into each frame from each video in LRW, after which we es-
timate the 3D face pose of each frame. For each video, we
randomly select two pose increment angles, one in yaw (-45°
to 45°) and another in pitch (-30° to 30°) direction. To avoid
rendering occluded facial parts with random contents, we en-
force the sign of increment angles to be the same as the pose
of video’s first frame. Finally, we rotate all the frames of this
video with the same increment values and render them into a
new video. Although we only augment each sequence once
(namely doubling the size of LRW), the data for each word
still cover a full and continuous range of poses, because each
word contains nearly 1,000 examples.
2.2. 2D image augmentation
We investigate whether standard image augmentation tech-
niques, widely used in image classification [29], are also ben-
eficial to improving the accuracy of the lip-reading models.
To our knowledge, the only augmentation techniques used
in lip reading so far are random cropping and flipping. In
addition to these techniques, we randomly augment the data
during training by applying (a) random scaling from 0.8× to
1.2×, (b) random image degradation by downsampling the
mouth region to 0.4–0.8 of their size and and then upsam-
pling them back to the original size and (c) randomly placing
3D Conv. ResNet-18 2layer Bi-GRU SoftmaxMouth ROIs
Fig. 2. The block diagram of our lip reading model.
rectangular noise patches of size 0.1–0.4 of the mouth region.
3. VISUAL SPEECH RECOGNITION
The deep learning model used for visual speech recognition
is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a residual network (ResNet)
[29] for automatic feature extraction and a 2-layer Bi-GRU to
model the temporal dynamics of the features. The architec-
ture is similar to the ones proposed in [19, 20] which achieve
state-of-the-art performance on the LRW database. The first
part of our network performs spatio-temporal convolution,
which is capable of capturing the short-term dynamics of the
mouth region. It consists of a convolutional layer with 64
3D kernels of 5 by 7 by 7 size (time/width/height), followed
by batch normalization and rectified linear units. This is fol-
lowed by an 18-layer ResNet to extract the visual features. We
have opted for ResNet-18 because preliminary experiments
showed it leads to the same performance as ResNet-34 (which
is used in the previous studies [19, 20]) but the training time
is reduced by 30%. Finally, the output of ResNet-18 is fed to
a 2-layer BiGRU, each layer consisting of 512 cells.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
4.1. Databases
Lip Reading in the Wild (LRW) database [5]. LRW is
a large-scale audio-visual database that contains 500 differ-
ent words from over 1,000 speakers. Each utterance has 29
frames, whose boundary is centered around the target word.
The database is divided into training, validation and test sets.
The training set contains at least 800 utterances for each class
while the validation and test sets contain 50 utterances.
Lip Reading Sentences 2 (LRS2) database [30]. LRS2 con-
sists of 224.5 hours of audio-video-text pairs of speaking face
collected from BBC TV shows and news. It is very chal-
lenging due to a large variation in the utterance length and
speaker’s head pose. LRS2 provides word segmentation for
the training set, thus we could extract single word utterances
from the database to train/test our models.
4.2. Evaluation protocol
LRW already contains words so there is no need for further
processing. However, for LRS2, we need to extract the indi-
vidual words first using the word boundaries provided in the
Models
Accuracy (%) on different test sets
LRW LP LRS2 LRS2-Ba
M[LRW] 82.78 69.86 57.05 54.39
M[LP] 81.67 79.08 57.25 54.43
M[LRW+LP] 83.08 79.38 58.86 56.02
M[LRW]+Aug2D 83.20 72.14 58.84 56.07
M[LRW+LP]+Aug2D 83.08 79.53 59.60 56.78
M[LRW+LRS2-Ba] 82.73 69.62 - 59.59
Table 1. Results on the LRW database. Aug2D: 2D image
augmentations are applied during training. LRS2-Ba: Bal-
anced partition of LRS2 database.
training set. We find the center frame of each word and select
a symmetric 29-frame window around it. In order to filter out
some unwanted sequences, we derive some extra rules along
this procedure: (1) remove considerably short (< 5 frames)
or long segments (> 31 frames); (2) remove segments that
appears at the very beginning (imid ≤ 12) or the very end
(imid ≥ Ntotal − 12) of the sentence, where imid denotes the
middle frame of a word and Ntotal is the length of sentence.
We only select the same 500 words as in LRW, resulting in
60,207 word instances. In the cross-database experiment, we
use the whole set from LRS2 as our test data. Additionally,
we split this data into training, validation and test sets with
a ratio of 8:1:1. Nonetheless, this data is very imbalanced,
e.g., some words have over 2,000 examples, while some oth-
ers have only a few. To balance the split, we limit the number
of training and validation examples to 90 and 10 per word,
respectively. The final balanced set contains 23175, 3119 and
33909 examples for training, validation and testing respec-
tively, we refer it as LRS2-Ba.
4.3. Data preprocessing
68 facial points are detected using FAN [24]. All the faces are
aligned to a neutral reference frame to remove rotation and
scale differences. This is done via an affine transform using
5 landmarks (i.e., eye corners and nose tip). Based on the
mouth landmarks, we extract the mouth ROI using a 96×96
bounding box. The same procedure is repeated for the entire
data to normalise the faces.
We always include two augmentation techniques that have
shown to be useful in lip-reading [30], i.e., random cropping
(by an 88×88 bounding box) and horizontal flipping (with
a probability of 0.5). We optionally include three data aug-
mentation methods introduced in Section 2.2 to investigate
their impact on visual speech recognition. All these data aug-
mentation methods are applied on video-level, thus the same
augmentation setting is configured across all frames.
4.4. Training details
Training is divided into 3 phases. We first train a model
with a temporal convolutional backend. After this, we re-
place the backend with a 2-layer Bidirectional Gated Recur-
rent Unit (Bi-GRU), and we train only the Bi-GRU backend
with the weights of the spatiotemporal convolutional layers
and ResNet-18 fixed until the model converges. Finally, we
train the full model end-to-end. We employ the Adam opti-
miser [31] with an initial learning rate of 0.0012. Two NVidia
Titan 1080Ti with a total batch size of 160 are used.
5. RESULTS
5.1. Overall results
Results on LRW and LRS2 databases are shown in Table 1.
We name our models as follows: (1) M[·] denotes the train-
ing data composition; (2) A model trained with 2D augmen-
tations (described in Section 2.2) is marked with Aug2D.
For instance, M[LRW]+Aug2D is trained using only the
original LRW data but with additional image augmentations,
M[LP] is trained using only LP data. On the other hand,
M[LRW+LP] is trained on the combined set of LRW and
LP, with the same number of iterations (in one epoch) as that
of the baseline model M[LRW]. In this case, we randomly
choose examples from either database and we make sure that
the total number of training examples remains the same as in
the baseline model M[LRW].
We observe that combining the LP data with the LRW
data improves the performance on LRS2 database by 1.81%
(M[LRW+LP]: 58.86% vs. M[LRW]: 57.05%). On the
other hand, by applying extra 2D image augmentations dur-
ing training (viz. M[LRW]+Aug2D), we also achieve a
better result (58.84%) than the baseline model. Last, if
we employ both pose and 2D image augmentations (viz.
M[LRW+LP]+Aug2D), we obtain the best performance in
cross-database experiments, i.e., 59.6% in LRS2 and 56.78%
in LRS2-Ba. Similar conclusions can be reached when testing
on LRW and LP databases.
Furthermore, we report one possible upper-bound per-
formance (59.59%) on the balanced LRS2 (LRS2-Ba),
which is obtained by a model trained on the combined
training set of LRW and LRS2-Ba. We call this model
M[LRW+LRS2-Ba]. Results from all other models are
also reported for LRS2-Ba test set. Our best model (viz.
M[LRW+LP]+Aug2D) results in an absolute improvement of
2.39% over the baseline model (M[LRW]: 54.39%) while the
upper-bound model (M[LRW+LRS2-Ba]) achieves 59.59%.
Clearly, both pose and 2D image augmentation improve the
performance of the model trained on LRW and tested on
LRS2-Ba, without any laborious efforts in collecting new
data.
5.2. Pose-wise results on LRS2-Ba
We further demonstrate pose-wise accuracy achieved by our
models on balanced LRS2 data (see Tables 2 and 3). Specif-
ically, for each word utterance, we estimate the 3D pose of
Models
Accuracy (%) on different poses
0°-15° 15°-30° 30°-45° 45°-60° 60°-90°
M[LRW] 58.11 55.18 49.62 41.73 23.07
M[LRW]+Aug2D 60.26 55.64 50.55 44.64 29.41
M[LRW+LP] 59.19 55.77 50.67 48.16 38.99
M[LRW+LP]+Aug2D 59.69 56.24 52.86 49.54 39.68
M[LRW+LRS2-Ba] 63.42 59.24 54.29 49.34 35.76
Table 2. LRS2-Ba test accuracy (%) divided by Yaw angle.
Models
Accuracy (%) on different poses
0°-15° 15°-30° 30°-45° 45°-60° 60°-90°
M[LRW] 55.77 44.86 28.22 9.52 7.89
M[LRW]+Aug2D 57.35 47.2 32.78 9.52 10.53
M[LRW+LP] 57.08 48.28 38.59 30.16 23.68
M[LRW+LP]+Aug2D 57.77 49.95 37.34 26.98 21.05
M[LRW+LRS2-Ba] 60.79 51.6 34.44 22.22 10.53
Table 3. LRS2-Ba test accuracy (%) divided by Pitch angle.
every frame and compute the average pose of the sequence.
For simplicity, we take the absolute value of poses, based
on which, we divide all the sequences into difference pose
groups. Taking the yaw angle as an example, we create five
groups, i.e., 0°-15°, 15°-30°, 30°-45°, 45°-60° and 60°-90°.
From these results, it can be observed that: (1) Incorpo-
rating our synthetic large pose database into the training set
improves performance across all pose ranges. This is par-
ticularly evident in large poses, for instance, M[LRW+LP]
results in an absolute improvement over M[LRW] of 6.43%
and 15.92% for yaw in the ranges of 45°-60° and 60°-90°,
respectively. The absolute improvement in pitch is 20.64%
and 15.79%, respectively. (2) Applying extra 2D image aug-
mentations (M[LRW]+Aug2D) improves the accuracy most
of the time, though the improvement is not as significant as
that of M[LRW+LP] in large poses. (3) Surprisingly, in the
case of large poses, the models trained on combined LRW and
LP data sometimes outperform even the upper-bound model
M[LRW+LRS2-Ba]. This showcases the effectiveness and
usefulness of our pose augmentation approach.
6. CONCLUSION
We have presented a method for pose-invariant lip-reading
by constructing large-pose synthetic data. The proposed
approach is based on 3DMM which allows us to take a
frontal facial image and render the face in any arbitrary pose.
Augmenting the training set with this method results in im-
proved performance when training on the mostly frontal LRW
database and testing on the LRS2 database which contains
a variety of poses. It is worth pointing out that a substan-
tial improvement is observed in extreme poses, beyond 45°
in yaw and pitch. In future work we will investigate the
performance of the proposed approach on other databases
with more extreme poses like LRS3 and on continuous visual
speech recognition.
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